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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BEGINNING THE PLAN
thens, and in particular its downtown and surrounding neighborhoods, has been the subject
of numerous plans and studies focusing on specific areas or topics. For example the Prince
Avenue corridor has almost continuously been in some sort of transportation and land use
study. Advocates have also initiated plan proposals such as the “Blue Heron” River District or the
Mayor’s initiative in the mid 1990’s to look at the street patterns in the downtown’s East end. While the
downtown area has been the subject of historic district studies and specific street plans such as for
Clayton and Broad Streets as well as master plans for the expansion of the Classic and Intermodal
Centers a comprehensive plan has not been undertaken since the early 1970’s. With the advent of
economic recovery and specifically new real estate development proposals it became clear to
officials at both the downtown and city-county levels that a Comprehensive Plan initiative was
needed. Unfortunately, the necessary funding for such an undertaking was not available and likely
would not be for a while.
Jack Crowley, a planner developer, transportation expert with more than 40 years of experience offered to develop the plan in conjunction with his Graduate Planning and Design Studios at the
University of Georgia as a “pro bono” public service to the City. The City agreed to support 4
graduate assistantships to aid in the plan’s development. Not only was the timing critical but
Crowley’s recent experience in the development of the Downtown Master Plan for Tulsa, Oklahoma
was that the hundreds of millions of dollars presently being publicly and privately invested, partially
as a result of the plan, employed many in design, construction and development in the city center
alone.
That plan, like this one organized many disparate studies and initiatives that were underway and
along with case studies of great solutions elsewhere and extensive public input and planning
experience created a comprehensive picture of the development of the city for the next 18 to 20
years. The 2030 “horizon year” was selected for Athens as it was long enough to allow for
consideration of diverse developments over evolving markets and short enough to be reasonably
specific in what downtown development might look like. That same span of time also facilitates the
development of a fairly specific implementation strategy for realizing the public’s vision.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

AREA OF THE PLAN
hile there is a traditional view of what constitutes the downtown core there is also the
realization that the plan recognize the expected growth of the core and the need to
interconnect and properly relate to the Central Business District’s surroundings. The
team proposed a study area that was expanded at the request of elected officials and
members of the Downtown Development Authority (ADDA). Later it was expanded again to include
the Greenway and Dudley parks because of considerable public input advocating pedestrian and
bicycle network development and the vision of connecting the downtown to the river. The map below
shows a study area bounded:
•

On the North by the CXS Railroad and commercial tracts along Prince Avenue

•

On the East by Martin Luther King Avenue and the Eastern edge of the Oconee Greenway and
Dudley Park

•

On the South by properties owned by the University of Georgia or its Real Estate Foundation

•

On the West by Finley Street

Athens Downtown
Master Plan Area
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Pulaski Greenway
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Dudley Park
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

he map below shows areas of the plan study that are delineated as “sub areas” because
they tend to have different characteristics both from the standpoint of what is presently the
case and what is planned to happen in the future. Previous plan initiatives have used a larger
number of smaller “plan” areas however the 2030 plan will include:
•

A downtown mix use “core” area largely defined by Broad Street or University lands on the South,
Pulaski Street to the West, and Dougherty to the North and Thomas Street to the East.

•

A “West End” for the area West of Pulaski Street.

•

A “North End” for the area North of Dougherty.

•

River District for the area East of Thomas Street.

Master Plan Sub
Areas (Districts)

North End

River District

Downtown Core
West End
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DISTRICTS

DOWNTOWN WEST END
his area of the Downtown Master Plan is bounded on the east by Pulaski Street and its
recommended extension south to Waddell Street, on the south by Waddell Street, on the west
by Finley and on the north by the tracts of land fronting along the north side of Prince
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DISTRICTS: WEST END

PUBLIC SECTOR INVESTMENT
Newton Street Closure between the Grit and the Bottleworks
Close Newton between Prince Avenue and Meigs Street (not vacate) with single landscaped surface
(curbless) and roll curbs at the ends to allow for emergency vehicles. The Meigs Street end includes
a “bump out” which extends west to the Bottleworks entry to protect pedestrians and accommodate
delivery vehicles. Trees should be included in closed traffic way to the extent allowing for fire truck
clearance. The landscaped area is available for outside dining and pedestrian passage.

Pedestrian Corridor north side of Prince Avenue
Building setbacks along the north side of Prince Avenue are set at least twenty feet back from the
right of way between Pulaski and Barber Streets. Parking however is in front of the former cleaners
and restaurant locations between Childs and Barber Streets. The plan suggests a consolidated
parking area behind these two establishments and an accommodation for angled parking along
Barber Street to allow for a broad pedestrian landscaped strip with wide sidewalks along Prince
Avenue. This can either be a public investment on a dedicated or acquired addition to the right of
way or a privately coordinated and developed corridor. In either case the land set aside for this use

Barber Street

could continue to be included in land coverage and density calculations
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With the Jack R. Wells Public Private Housing redevelopment on Hawthorne Avenue under
construction, the Athens Housing Authority is not ready to address any redevelopment of Parkview.
While the plan shows the existing configuration of the development, the recommendation is to add to
the number of units on the site by 40% to 50% in a dense multistory structural configuration. Those
structures should be positioned on the higher elevations of the site, closer to the Pulaski Street
extension and the downtown. This will free up the lower elevations along Newton Street for green
space and the daylighting of Tanyard Creek. Daylighting Tanyard Creek through this property and
the adjacent University property should be a public project done in the interest of open space, water
and environmental quality and as a “sustainable” green initiative.

West Broad Median and Bus Stop
With the redevelopment of Parkview and the private tracts on the north side of Broad Street additional
right of way on West Broad Street between Pulaski and Newton Streets affords an opportunity for the
development of a landscaped median both to increase east bound and west bound traffic separation
and to serve as an indicator of a downtown “gateway.” Since the present streets have two lanes in
each direction and all turning movements are made from the left most lane, the median would not
have to provide for turning (although it could ease traffic movements further). What is suggested is
an eight (8) to ten (10) foot curbed island with crepe myrtle and ground cover.
In addition the Parkview Bus Stop on the east bound side of the street should be repositioned to
allow for a bus “pullout”. To do the same on the north side would be difficult as it would take away
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Parkview Redevelopment
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DISTRICTS: WEST END

PRIVATE SECTOR SUGGESTIONS & OPPORTUNITIES
In the interest of accommodating more residential and commercial in the west end of the downtown
and recognizing the need to create a transition between the center of the business district and
surrounding quality neighborhoods, this two block wide area has considerable infill potential. They
are marked by red dots on the plan and do not necessarily show all of the possibilities. They are
illustrations of potential developments, some of which will be examined in more detail in the
“Cookbook’ format.

Northeast corner of the Prince Avenue – Barber Street Intersection
Includes the redevelopment of the structure formerly used as a cleaners with a single (merged)
parking area to the north accessible from both Childs and Barber Streets. A small “transitional”
commercial or residential structure can be developed to abut existing single family structures on
Childs Street. As earlier noted angle parking along Barber can replace the few former parking
spaces along Prince allowing for a pedestrian corridor that is uninterrupted by curb cuts.
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Redeveloped Building
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Redevelopment of the St. Joseph’s site
The configuration illustrated on the West End Plan suggests the continuation of the “Pedestrian
Corridor Setback” along Prince Avenue. It suggests a parking area that is consolidated with
other adjacent tracts to allow for a single access to Prince Avenue and a secondary access to Childs
Street on the edge of the commercial area. The site should accommodate a medium density of
mixed uses.
A.

Row house/town homes along Childs Street

B.

Multilevel residential in the center of the site

C.

Residential or office over commercial along Prince Avenue

D.

A small 20,000 to 30,000 square foot commercial/retail around the parking area in the center

E.

Small lot single family residential abutting the residential along Pulaski Street.

Townhouses
Residential
Neighborhood

Pulaski Street

Residential
Neighborhood

Childs Street

2 Level Parking

Medium Density Residential

Single Family
“Cottages”

Intown
Commercial

Parking
2-4 Level
Mixed Use

Prince
Avenue
Pedestrian
Corridor
Consolidated
Drive Access

Reproposed
Church
Prince A
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DISTRICTS: WEST END

Bottleworks Parking Lot Redevelopment
Newton Street between Meigs Street and Hancock Avenue is a surface parking area owned in
conjunction with the Bottleworks and necessary to support visitors/customers of the adjacent
enterprises. A “Cookbook” writing will address the potential for this site. However the plan illustrates
a development of townhomes over a surface parking level. At the southern end adjacent to Hancock
Avenue a 3 to 5 level residential structure is shown.

Infill on south side of Camak House site
There have been attempts to develop parts of the historic Camak House site that respected the site
lines and site preservation minimums. None have been successful to date. The plan suggests that a
row of townhomes be developed along the Hancock Avenue frontage. This is to afford added
residential density in the area and definition of the Hancock Avenue edge as well as the south end of
the Camak House site where only a single upper floor of the residential row would be seen.

Southeastern Corner of Hancock Avenue and Newton Street
There are a couple of infill sites adjacent to the existing structure. The plan suggests that the infill be
in phased medium to small sized buildings respecting the surrounding context of two story
structures. The land uses can include extensions of the surrounding uses, residential, commercial/
office or church related.
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DISTRICTS: WEST END

The northeast corner of the Newton and Reese Street Intersection
A suggested infill here might include residential in conjunction with the adjacent fraternity

The Telephone Switch gear structure on Pulaski (AT&T)
As technology eliminates the need for large support structures in telecommunications this building
and its site might be completely or partially repurposed.

Lower lots along the north side of West Broad Street
There are three separately owned small tracts of land along the north side of Broad Street between
Pulaski Street and the recently redeveloped fraternity building. The two tracts bracketing Newton
Street can take advantage of considerable elevation changes for three to four level buildings that
layer parking with commercial and residential sues. The tract on the Pulaski Street corner is likely to
be suitable for a small one or two level commercial structure.
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DISTRICTS

DOWNTOWN RIVER DISTRICT / EAST END
his section of the Downtown is bounded on the north by North Avenue, on the east by Martin
Luther King Avenue, on the south by Dudley Park and on the east by a combination of Thomas
and Oconee Streets. The plan also considers lands abutting Oconee Street on its southwest
side. The transportation elements in this section are considered under the transportation heading of
the overall Master Plan.
The general role of this district, which includes two of the principal gateways to the downtown
(Oconee Hill and North Avenue), is for the provision of a higher density ring of residential and
commercial development abutting the east side of the historic core area. This neighborhood is also
the principal linkage to the Oconee Greenway and Dudley Park which have the potential for a linear
combination of developed and natural landscapes that are central to the City of Athens as a whole.
The city’s conference, performing arts and entertainment center (Classic Center) is also positioned
at the midpoint of the section’s western edge. Willow Street and Martin Luther King Avenue bracket
the Oconee Greenway that forms the section’s east edge.
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DISTRICTS: RIVER / EAST END

PUBLIC PROJECTS (NON-TRANSPORTATION)
Pottery Town Riverfront
Acquisition of the areas subject to flooding between East Broad and the Oconee River Trestle
alignment will afford additional riverfront land for the development of the principal downtown riverfront
park on the west bank across from Dudley Park. This is suggested to include:
A.

A second pedestrian bridge mounted on the Oconee River Trestle columns as a second
downtown to Dudley Park connection (complimenting the East Broad Street pedestrian bridge,
may be built in the present SPLOST project).

B.

A small riverside water access point adjacent to the above bridge that takes advantage of a
small drainage inlet and public lands that include a parking lot off of Wilkerson that is under
the old rail trestle. This facility could include small watercraft rentals and a small café. This has
been identified as the downtown’s access point for this impounded section of the Oconee River.

C.

Acquisition near the Weaver D’s Restaurant is suggested to enlarge both the open space
and parking opportunities along the river. The plan shows the addition of a possible second
restaurant/pub/café to add a little commercial critical mass to this potential entertainment
cluster at the foot of the East Broad Street hill on the riverfront.

D. Open Space, perhaps complimented by angled public parking along Wilkerson Street, replaces
the old storage buildings that were acquired taking structures out of the 100 year floodplain.
E.

Riverside Pedestrian Bikeway
It appears feasible that a paved bikeway can be built along the west side of the Oconee River
opposite Dudley Park between the proposed pedestrian bridge at the waterside “marina” and
the existing bridge at East Broad Street. An additional effort should be made to take the
pathway under the East Broad Street Bridge to Charlie Aquar Plaza on Willow. The pathway, with
the exception of its passage under the bridge, can be constructed at an adequate distance from
the riverbank to provide a riparian buffer This project provides open space on the downtown
side where considerable residential uses are being built. It also provides a small exercise area
and recreational loop along with added access to Dudley Park.
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Stormwater Park – Hickory Street
Along the east side of Hickory Street between East Broad and Willow is publicly held land presently
being used for managing storm water runoff from the East side of downtown. Surrounded by the Intermodal Facility and a considerable amount of new residential (909 E. Broad, The Eclipse, Traditions
and Whistleberry Apartments) this has a great potential for becoming a central, upper hillside open
space that is an appendage to the Oconee Greenway and an alignment for the extension of the Fire
Fly Corridor. The concept is to develop a public park which processes storm water from a fenced in
site that temporarily stores storm water from time to time. The model for this concept is Glenwood
Park in Atlanta.
A. Create a series of gravity flow, constructed wetlands emptying into a lower, permanent basin of
water adjacent to the storm water outflow control point.
B. Extend the Fire Fly Corridor from the presently planned trailhead on East Broad through the site
as part of a local loop trail around the constructed wetlands that can connect to the surrounding
residential.
C. Land lease the Northeast corner of East Broad and Hickory for the development of a small
commercial structure that can house park, trail, and neighborhood retail such as bike rental/
repair/sales, cafe, pub, recreation related NGO offices, etc. The Coffee Roaster’s Building
(relocated) would have been an ideal structure for the site until is was salvaged.
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Amphitheater
North of the Multimodal Center, on the publicly owned hillside above Hickory Street, is the suggested
amphitheater site that should be developed in stages. The model for this project is the Gerald Ford
Amphitheater in Vail, Colorado. It is positioned within walking distance of the downtown
entertainment and the residential and open spaces along the river. It is also virtually at the
confluence of an emerging pedestrian/bicycle system, the intermodal station, parking decks and an
eventual passenger rail system’s main station. Its location, adjacent to the Classic Center, allows its
operation, scheduling and management by the quasi-public organization most capable of doing so.
A.

Phase I ($10-$12 million) stage with a “band bus” pull out beneath and covered seating in the
1500-2500 range and open hillside seating of an additional 2500.

B.

Phase II addition of formal seating configurations to meet additional market based on the
amphitheater’s performance.

C.

Phase III with the proposed purchase of the rail road right of way (public or shortline operator)
and the expansions of the Classic Center the amphitheater can be expanded over the tracks to
an upper Foundry Street level plaza directly connecting it to the Arts Walk. The top of the
Amphitheater connects directly to the Classic Center and the downtown while the base
interfaces with the River and Transportation Complexes.

Classic Center Expansion
The specifics of this expansion need to be covered in detail with the Classic Center Authority, its
executive director and the city. It is also subject to potential funding through subsequent SPLOST
programs, funds generated internally or through land leases, and a Tax Allocation District. The plan
shows an important potential for its growth and the positive impact it will have not only for the
metropolitan area in general but for the downtown.
A. Infill Structure on Foundry Street between the Atrium and Parking Deck Bridge. This four to five
level building sits behind the Performing Art Center Theater.
i.

Uses, classrooms, conference rooms, street level commercial space for culinary, coffee shop,
bakery, small upper level meeting space or office space.

ii. Can be designed to directly connect the parking bridge to the Atrium at the Thomas Street
level.
iii. Foundry Street level Porte cochere (covered pullout).
iv. Roof top for relocated air handlers and other mechanical equipment.
B.

Parking Bridge Structure
The Parking Bridge was constructed to carry a structure on it. This structure, likely suited for
residential or hotel should be done by the private sector on a long term land lease based
on a percentage of the projects income. The project would have to accommodate continued
access to the parking deck and a considerable pedestrian corridor both for Classic Center
events and eventually connecting the downtown to the rail station and multimodal center.
20
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C. Classic Center Parking Deck Expansion
The Center already needs additional parking, more will be needed with projected growth and
expansion and more yet will be necessitated as a commuter parking function of the rail and bus
intermodal center.
i.

With the rail purchase (or air rights acquisition), an additional parking bay can be built over
the tracks and extending southward at all levels of the garage. This will add approximately
200 spaces. The structure, which should clear the tracks by 23 feet, becomes the rail
station’s cover.

ii. The garage is designed to extend southward for an additional 50 to 80 spaces.
iii. With the residential project discussed under “private infill” potential the footprint to the south
of the garage facing East Broad and Foundry Streets can support a residential or office
structure on a land lease (public site). The east façade of all levels of the garage expansion
can accommodate “Single Loaded” residential with dramatic views of the Oconee Valley.
This eliminates the need for architectural treatment of the garage façade.
iv. The western most (Foundry Street facing) parking bay of the Classic Center Garage at the
street level should eventually be converted to small street side shops housing local artists
and crafts.
D. Clayton Street Bicycle/Pedestrian Extension
A strip of sloping land, partially owned by the Press Place and partially by the Classic Center
connects the east end of Clayton Street with Foundry Street. This corridor should be developed
with a wide, landscaped and lighted pedestrian/bicycle pathway . It should be sized to
accommodate small ATV-Gator like delivery vehicles which may eventually traverse between a
“downtown truck dock” under the Classic Center garage and plazas and downtown restaurants
and retail. This corridor is also key to connecting the center of the downtown to the Foundry
Street corridor whose likely “market purpose and role” will be local arts, culinary and
entertainment rather than the broader restaurant, music and retail housed in the historic
downtown.
E.

Classic Center Plaza and Conference Center Expansion
The development of a covered downtown rail station and either the negotiation of air rights or the
purchase of the right of way by the railroad short line operator (Hartwell Railroad) allows for the
development of additional Foundry Street level plazas and structures to the east of the Foundry
Street building. This development, as suggested in the Master Plan, can include:
i.

The development of a large one or two level building with the floor level of the Foundry Street
Conference Center to the Center’s East. A north-south atrium or open plaza can link the two
buildings and allow for the conference center’s expansion and reorientation to the atrium side
of the building. This could free up the prefunction space along Foundry Street for street side
commercial. A second use of the new structure could be to house a permanent ice rink (for
team, figure, and open skating). The concessions for the ice rink also serve the abutting
amphitheater which is tied for the first time directly into the Classic Center.

ii. The plaza between the Foundry Street Building and the parking deck is extended eastward
to the edge of the intermodal facility below. It becomes a large, hard surfaced public plaza
22
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not only providing access to the surrounding functions (parking, conference, residential,
entertainment and street side commercial), but also to the transportation centers below. With
standing seam metal roofs built along the north edges of the expanded parking deck the
plaza is a prime location for city festivals and perhaps a permanent farmers market.
iii. Elevator Tower
There will be a need to connect the downtown (across the parking bridge) to the
transportation center at the rail and bus levels. In addition, the Foundry Street convention
and plaza levels as well as the levels of parking and residence need to be vertically
interconnected. The elevator and stair tower is positioned to connect the top northeast
corner of the expanded garage (downtown level) through the parking and proposed
residential levels at the Foundry Street Plaza It then connects to the rail passenger platform
level and ends beneath those platforms at a walkway/lobby which exits out to the bus station
at the Hickory Street level. Because of all of the levels connected, the tower itself, and
perhaps an observation level on top, becomes an iconic vertical structure on the eastern
most edge of the downtown, visible throughout the North Oconee River Valley.
iv. Downtown Truck Dock
The lower level of the parking deck that is accessed off of North Foundry Street and East
Broad Street has been constructed for semitractor trailer clearances. The expansion of
those decks, plazas, and Foundry Street level buildings expands the cover and potential
extent of this “back of the house” service area. The daytime delivery issues of the downtown
can largely be solved by enforcing the times for those deliveries to the off peak periods of
public use and visitation. Beyond that delivery period large service trucks can break down
their loads in this loading dock area to smaller vehicles of the golf cart, ATV, gator nature with
more flexibility to fit into the daytime and evening downtown traffic. These smaller “prime
time” vehicles can exit the dock area and use the Clayton-Foundry connector corridor to
efficiently reach the downtown. The dock area can also serve the increasing storage needs
of the Classic Center as well.
v. Infill Structure-Foundry Street South of Dougherty
To further activate Foundry Street as a tourist-arts-crafts-entertainment conference corridor
the existing frontage of building north of the Foundry conference building can be extended
northward to the truck access road opposite the end of Dougherty Street. The new building
that encloses the east side of the street should respect the scale of the older building to its
south. The building can be privately developed as a public land lease or a public structure
perhaps housing the management offices of the often expanded Classic Center. This
building was built in 2014.
vi. Foundry Street – Streetscape
This is considered in the Classic Center expansion as it makes up the traffic and pedestrian
corridor that transects the convention and performing arts campus. The project is to develop
a landscaped, lighted and paved surface that is comprehensively designed between Strong
and East Broad Streets.
vii. Arts and Crafts Cooperative Shops in the Classic Center Park Deck along Foundry Street
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As the Foundry Street element of the Arts Walk between Lyndon House and the Classic
Center develops there is an opportunity to reclaim a single parking bay on the Foundry Street
level of the Classic Center Parking Deck that abuts the street for linear shopping, catering,
and the creative arts (culinary, performing, graphic and music). The time to enliven the street
side with “retail or entertainment” is when the corridor’s market dictates. The backside of
these “shops” is the west edge of the garage’s drive lane and the front opens to the sidewalk.
F.

Whistleberry Apartment Infill and Stream Restoration
Between the Whistleberry Apartments on Willow and North Avenue is a strip of public land, a
metal building and a heavily vegetated downtown drainage way or stream. The highest and best
use of this strip of land that occupies a slope between Willow Street and the rail line is open
space, stream enhancement and residential infill.
The plan suggests:
i.

Development of a linear residential development by the private sector on a long term public
land lease. The logical developer is the owner of the two adjacent residential communities
which may also allow for the driveway connection between them. The linear residential
structure is best built by “wrapping” dwelling units around a multilevel single bay parking
structure. The parking structure takes advantage of the hillside with flat levels that are
accessed from different points on the slope.

ii. A linear open space along an enhanced stream bed that might include a series of small
terraced water detention structures and structured wetlands is an opportunity for a pathway
from the North Avenue underpass to the Oconee Greenway Park south of the North Avenue
bridge.
iii. While it may eventually be possible to create a pedestrian bikeway along the west bank of
the North Oconee River an effort needs to be made to allow for the pathway along Willow
Street to enter the wider open space along the river near the North Avenue bridge. This
pedestrian/bikeway which connects to the pathway mentioned above (through
the Wistleberry community) can pass under the recently cleared out North Avenue bridge to
its west side where it reconnects to Willow. This project will be challenged by the steep
slopes west of North Avenue but eliminates the at grade crossing conflicts of the busy North
Avenue intersection.
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Whistleberry Area

Oconee Greenway

Underpass

G. Museum of Natural History
The State Museum of Natural History is at the University of Georgia partially in a “temporary”
building near the Central Plant on East Campus Road. Its collection is extensive and was
considerably expanded recently. Presently the plans are to develop the museum in conjunction
with the Botanical Gardens. This option makes the development of a light rail system (mentioned
elsewhere) between the downtown and South Milledge Avenue critical to both the Downtown
Development and UGA Campus Connectivity. The project certainly won’t happen without a
considerable funding effort. The Oklahoma Museum of Natural History model required the joint
participation of approximately 33% each by the State, the City of Norman and the University of
Oklahoma for the $60 million Project. The plan recommends a downtown location on a site that
facilitates both visitation and University research and management. The site shown is at the
southwest corner of Thomas, Broad and Oconee Streets. The museum’s curator wants to get the
museum developed in a cost effective manner in a logical location.
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PRIVATE PROJECT INFILL POTENTIAL
In the Downtown Master Plan, the infill on both public and private lands are presented as a vision
or picture of what can happen as opposed to what must happen. The infill picture presents a “built
out” condition on which infrastructure projections can be made (water, sewer, parking etc.). The infill
presentation also demonstrates the types and degrees of development that may be stimulated or
attracted by the planned public investments.
Armstrong and Dobbs Site (1)
This single largest tract of private property in the downtown has already had a comprehensive mixed
use proposal made on it which did not come to fruition (Selig). The infill in the plan generally reflects
that proposal: showing a “gateway” opportunity for a medium to high density development. The key
frontages where active residential or commercial needs are to be positioned along Oconee and
East Broad Streets. The Fire Fly Corridor frontage needs a strong ground level commercial which
might cater to artists, rentals, outfitters, and as an incubator office for IT enterprises etc., because it
only has high volume pedestrian and bicycle access. The Wilkerson frontage, because of the minor
nature of the street and the site’s steep slope, needs a good multilevel presentation of residential or
office as it is a very visible gateway frontage with excellent views from within. The parking needed
to meet the demands should be embedded structures within the blocks or beneath the upper grade
level and take advantage of the slopes to the east and southeast. Extending Hickory from East
Broad to Oconee Street will serve the district’s traffic as well as add to the street frontages of the
project.
Hodgson Oil Site – UGA Real Estate Foundation (2)
While not officially in the Downtown Master Plan, this site’s large and mostly undeveloped site, owned
by the UGA Real Estate Foundation, sits across from the Armstrong and Dobbs site and
between the two could make up a significant high density development. This could house a major
research/office enterprise such as that proposed by the “Blue Heron” initiative. Jointly, these two
tracts provide the best opportunity in the downtown for a comprehensive, mixed use “gateway” project that can transform the southeastern edge of Downtown Athens.
Lower East Broad Mixed Use (3)
At the southeast corner of East Broad and the Fire Fly Corridor is a residential structure and an auto
repair shop that is below the grade of the street. It is across the street from the recently completed “Eclipse’ Residential site. The suggested infill here is a medium density mixed use project that
serves as a “transition” between the downtown and Pottery Town. A three to five level residential
structure over “below the street” parking abuts the Fire Fly Corridor and continues a street level commercial frontage. Row houses or Townhomes are positioned along the eastern edge facing into the
residential of Pottery Town.
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Pottery Town (4)
A. On the site of the Auto Repair shop adjacent to the present Fire Fly Trail head is a site for medium
density residential over parking abutting the trail. Along its East side, a row of town homes with
garages can serve as a development transition to the Pottery Town lower density residential. The
street level along East Broad could house trail related commercial.
B. The infill suggested here is redevelopment of the existing low density small lot single family
cottages into higher density single family residential over the remaining land that is not in the
regulatory floodplain. Existing owner occupied residences may be accomodated or, if feasible,
repositioned. Redevelopment could use “New Urbanist” principles such as alleyway garages
and front porches abutting sidewalks.
C. The area along East Broad at the river and its proposed park (Weaver D’s) is a prime infill space
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buildings to create a cluster adjacent to the park.
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for riverfront entertainment/restaurant commercial by developing another one or two commercial

Stormwater Park Commercial Structure (5)
The iconic “Roasters” building on East Broad was demolished. A building can and should be
developed on a public land lease site at the northeast corner of East Broad and Hickory. There, it will
have street grade entry along the west side and decks to overlook the Fire Fly extension and park to
the east. The structure can be repurposed for art, recreation, rentals, cafes and “outfitters” etc., and
be privately operated.
Classic Center Infill Structure (6)
The tract fronting on East Broad between the railroad and Foundry Street is public property managed
by the Classic Center as part of the parking deck. This is an ideal site for a five to six level mixed
use structure housing either office (less likely) or residential. The timing of this development might
be to wait for the present student housing trend to “mature” and build for professionals and retirees
similar to the target market of the “Traditions” project that was interrupted by a market decline. Street
level commercial should front East Broad and Foundry Streets. As a residential project, it can also be
extended northward as the “façade” of the Classic Center garage with excellent valley views. Land
lease incomes should be dedicated to the programming, operations, renovations and expansion of
the Classic Center.
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The Press Place is unique in that it is one of the few potential class A office buildings that controls
supportive parking. It is also unique in that the existing parking can be easily and cost effectively
expanded to support an infill structure at East Broad and Foundry Streets. The linear infill site points
to the likelihood that the building would be in 3 to 5 level double loaded residential structure with
commercial along the street frontages. Parking under the building assures the continued viability of
the Foundry Street level commercial. Parking can easily be expanded.
A. Foundry Street level lot on north side dimensioned and striped as a single 60 foot 90 degree
parking bay without loading zones.
B. The parking level accessed off of East Broad is extended on the north side of the building as a
level over the Foundry Street bay.
C. The parking level accessed off of Thomas at Clayton Street is extended as a parking slab over
the second and first levels.
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This project (presently planned as a Hyatt Place Hotel) is expected to begin construction in 2015.
Whether it begins as scheduled or not this is a project that is “location logical” and enhances the
hotel room inventory necessary to support the expanded Classic Center.
Dougherty to Strong Streets along Thomas Infill (9)
This one half block tract which fronts Thomas Street can be expected to be redeveloped as a 3 to 5
level mixed use structure with structured parking to its east, abutting the electrical substation.
Residential or office over commercial would be the likely uses. The former tenant (Good Dirt) was
ironically positioned along the proposed Lyndon House to the Classic Center “Art Walk” and should
be encouraged to return to the corridor as an “anchor arts” use.
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DOWNTOWN NORTH END
he North End Sector of the Downtown Master Plan is bounded on the south by Dougherty
Street and North Avenue, briefly on the east by Willow Street, on the north by the CSX
Railroad, and on the east by Pulaski Creek Greenway. It’s an area adjacent to the downtown
core with low density office, hotel, and residential land use along with undeveloped lands and
surface parking.
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Some of these projects may involve public/private partnerships and are also covered under the
section on “Recommended Projects”.
Fire Fly Corridor Extensions
This major “into and through” Downtown Pedestrian and Bicycle Commuter Corridor lies both in the
east and north end sections. The latter two suggested phases of the project parallels the railroad
bridge that crosses North Avenue and travels along the northeast edge of Lay Park. The next phase
in the north end crosses over College Avenue
generally aligning south of the CSX Railroad to
Pulaski Avenue. As a true “commuter bicycle

CSX Rail

Jackson Street
Corridor

corridor” it is recommended that the bikeway maintain
a relatively level alignment which suggests a bridge
at the rail level over the Pulaski Greenway.
Although not part of the Downtown Master Plan there
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PUBLIC PROJECTS

the “Arts Walk”. From a tree canopy perspective the
corridor is already “landscaped”.

Parking Deck

Georgian Furnace
Courthouse
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The first segment of the greenway is complete between Pulaski Street, the Council for the Aging
Complex and up Pulaski Creek to

Pulaski Greenway

end between Lumpkin and Hoyt
Streets. The Plan recommends
that this corridor extend southward
along the west edge of the Denny
Tower Complex to Dougherty Street
where a pedestrian crossing and
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Management can separate the
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(southwestern most) residential
structure with the rest of the secure
complex.
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Dougherty Median and North Avenue Traffic Circle
At the time when the Traffic Circle is developed at the Dougherty, Thomas and North Avenue intersection additional right of way from publicly owned lands along the north side of Dougherty can be
attained to accommodate a landscaped median between College Avenue and the circle. This is
not only a Downtown Gateway and traffic “calming” improvement but also a crossing refuge “for the
Jackson Street (Arts Walk) Corridor.
This particular figure shows the potentially reconfigured Foundry Park Inn which is considered from
time to time. This possibility could trigger a public - private land swap resulting in more land added
to Lay Park.
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Lay Park
To better serve existing area residents, visitors, and an expected increase in area residents the plan
recommends improvements to Lay Park beyond the noted Pedestrian/Bicycle Corridors connection
to it. This will require a specific detailed plan.
A. Unused lands to the Park’s north and east should be landscaped for picnic and informal play.
B. Move tennis and basketball courts and a swimming complex upgrade.
C. Athens should (and has in the past) be able to attract a “rookie league/college player level” of
summer baseball which can provide an attraction during the University’s “Summer Term”. This
will require a more formal but modest development of this very well located “in town” ballpark.
The plan shows small covered stands and a concourse (seating in the 500 to 1000 range). This
facility might also serve local and area High Schools and tournaments/playoffs in the spring.
D. The Park could also house a privately developed “Hostel” which could serve as part of the
baseball attraction (temporary player’s residences) and for artists, musicians, and visitors who
cannot afford local hotels in the area. A large college town with a strong arts and music
concentration should be a market for a well-designed Hostel on the park grounds, at the Lyndon
House and on the Arts Walk (privately developed on a land lease).
E.

With the added activities, the lower surface parking areas at the north end of the Park could be
given a second (drive on) level of parking.
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Lay Park

Jackson Street Greenway and Art Walk

Infill/Land Lease Site

Redevelopment of Senior Citizens Residential
The Athens Housing Authority owns a low density single story public housing complex located
between College Avenue and the Council for the Aging Complex. This is an excellent opportunity for
the development of a considerably larger public-private development for senior citizens. Keeping at
least the same number of public housing units for seniors many additional units catering to a mix of
housing costs can be built on a site that abuts the Council for the Aging, Lay Park, The Lyndon
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House, Fire Station, and adjacent greenways into the nearby downtown. It can easily be designed to
take into consideration any actual or perceived security issues with adjacent residential. With a
multistory campus of residences with elevators and sheltered parking beneath the structures. The
slope on the site is dealt with by providing at grade entries on both the College Avenue and Pulaski
Greenway levels connected vertically by elevators. This project and the growing demographic for
the aging will also increase the need to expand the adjacent council of the Aging Facilities along the
greenway.
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Downtown Fire Station
With the considerable growth of Central Athens, it is expected that the downtown fire station will
grow both in terms of equipment and personnel. The block on which the facility is located can easily
accommodate expansion. The plan shows a scenario where a second level of parking is built along
College Avenue and a new equipment bay and offices are located along Jackson Street. A narrow,
covered shelter facing Jackson Street is suggested for events along the “Arts Walk”.
Denny Tower Infill
The tall 1960’s style public housing high-rise facility is set back from Dougherty Street. The space in
front of it is ideal for a lower (2 to 4 floor) residential structure “transitioning” the higher building to a
more appropriate downtown configuration. At three levels, the building could provide an additional
30 to 40 units. The site allows for parking under the structure or expanded parking at the rear of
Denny Tower. This could be a privately developed project on a land lease catering to tenants
compatible to the Denny Tower tenants. The Pulaski Greenway, Prince Avenue venues and
adjacency to the downtown make this site attractive.
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INFILL AND PUBLIC - PRIVATE PROJECTS,
As in other parts of the Downtown Master Plan, the infill that is shown allows for the projection of
demands on the public infrastructure, may also encourage development decision making, and is only
suggested, not required.
Rowhouse Redevelopment
The site along the east side of College Avenue between Monroe and Hoyt Streets is occupied by
townhouses built in the 1960’s or 70’s. Their age and condition suggest redevelopment, but what
appears to be multiple ownerships and residencies may make it difficult. The Plan suggests
multilevel (3 to 4) residential that orients to and along the Lyndon House Arts Complex. The site with
its entry level on the park allows for a drive out level of parking beneath. The College Avenue
frontage of that parking level can be lined with small residential units. Redevelopment of this site
increases by 6 to 8 times and adds to the urban character of College Avenue.
CSX Rail Station Industrial
The North College Avenue site along the CSX Railroad has some light industrial land uses. The
Plan recommends that additional light industrial structures be added to the site particularly as it can
support downtown functions such as print shops, catering, equipment repair and some fabrication. It
also expands the downtown employment base. It buffers the rail corridor.
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Dougherty-North Avenue Infill
While downtown office development has not fared well against the suburban developments with
expansive free surface parking it should be encouraged to diverse downtown land usage and use
of downtown infrastructure and amenities. Given urban trends and what is already happening with
downtown residential, entertainment and the University, companies will be trending toward downtown
Athens in the next 5 to 15 years. The prime infill locations (and the existing Press Place) are in the
east and north ends as well as on the Federal Building site. There are three prime sites shown along
the north side of Dougherty Street between Lumpkin Street and the Graduate Hotel.
A.

A private tract west of College Avenue

B.

Two publicly owned surface parking tracts on either side of the Jackson Street Corridor.

These two sites are suggested to be privately developed on land leases.
Hotel Indigo
Although the Hotel uses all of the block it owns, the surface parking on the north end can be
developed by its owner at a later date for more rooms, office or residential.
Foundry Park Inn (now the Graduate Hotel)
The plan shows the Hotel positioned as it presently stands. Its redevelopment has been suggested
in the past by those studying the facility. If the reconstruction of the Hotel were to happen (as a result
of private development) the Plan would recommend that the local government consider a land swap
which would allow for the Hotel to develop along the Dougherty/North Avenue frontage but move its
structure to the Jackson Street Corridor corner across the street from the Hotel Indigo. The local government would pick up land to allow for the expansion of Lay Park and the principal Hotel entry could
be moved off of the congested North Avenue and the proposed traffic circle.
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DOWNTOWN CENTRAL CORE
he Central Core Sector of the Downtown Master Plan is bounded on the north by Dougherty
Street and North Avenue, on the east by Thomas Street, on the west by Pulaski Street and
its extension to Waddell and along the south by the University campus as well as Waddell,
Wray, Lumpkin, Broad and South Streets.
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PUBLIC PROJECTS
Some of these projects may involve public/private partnerships and are also covered under the
section on Recommended Projects.
Pulaski Extension and Greenway
The project is another key step in establishing a traffic “perimeter” for the western edge of the
Downtown Business Core and the University’s west campus precinct where the west parking deck,
Special Collections Library, proposed new Terry College of business complex, and the Baxter Street
high rise residential corridor are. This project could be timed with an Athens Housing Authority
decision to upgrade the Park View Housing Complex. There is residual land to the east of the
alignment for replacement housing, the Government Relations Office of the University would have
to be moved and a private tract at Broad would have to be acquired. The plan shows the roadway
with a landscape (gateway) median and with the lane dimensions of the recently completed Florida
Avenue. It is also suggested that the Pulaski Street designation be carried to Baxter to eliminate
confusion in wayfinding. A 12 to 15 foot landscaped greenway should be built along the east edge
of the roadway as a major bicycle/pedestrian linkage to the downtown from the highly populated
student centers on the campus’ west edge. This also directs auto transit and pedestrian/bicycle
traffic to the businesses in the Downtown’s West End.
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Spring Street (Broad to South Streets)
This one block, long linkage between Broad Street and the Northeast Precinct of the UGA campus,
is largely used by University service vehicles and deliveries and has potential for pedestrian use
should the “Founders Spring Park or Quad” be developed by the University. This roadway should be
redeveloped:
A. To a single southbound lane to accommodate service and delivery vehicles entering the campus.
B. The remainder of the right of way should be wide sidewalks, curbless on one side to
accommodate delivery vehicle pull offs or parking.
C. Columnar tree planting on the wide sidewalk side, spaced for delivery vehicles, to shade the
street
D. Explore the possibility of restoring the cobble stones in the drive lane only (a landscaped,
historic side street).
Clayton and Segments of Jackson and Wall Streets
This project has been approved and construction has begun.
Washington Street
The reconfiguration of Washington Street with its attendant side streets should be a project placed
in sequence after the Clayton Street Corridor. This recognizes the need for pavement replacements,
infrastructure upgrades and the recent and projected developments along the corridor. The Plan
recommends the street be reconfigured to a two way, two lane street with angle parking and
designated delivery vehicle spaces. The reclaimed land width should be added in its entirety to the
south side of the right of way where there are more retail land and entertainment venues. (The
exception is that the width is added to the south side of the City Hall block and park.) The final
configuration of the Washington Street Corridor will depend on the specific traffic studies done in
conjunction with the project design at the time of funding and implementation.
Hancock Avenue Corridor
This project and its attendant side streets should be sequenced after Washington as expected infill
projects along it will tend to be larger in the east end. They will probably built as the Downtown
extends northward over time. The Plan suggests medians between the Post Office and Pulaski Street
and a broad landscaped “greenway” along its south edge between College Avenue and Jackson
Street to connect the two North-South Greenways (Jackson Street and College Avenue). Specific
traffic studies and designs will precede implementation.
Washington Deck Passageway
The public owns a strip of land between Clayton and Washington Streets between the parking deck
and an ideal privately owned infill/densification site to the west. This “alley” is presently fenced off.
When the “infill” project is developed, the Plan recommends that the pedestrian passage way be
developed between the two streets as a lighted and landscaped “short cut” through the long block.
This will also provide frontages along this “narrow pedestrian side street” for commercial and retail
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Jackson Street Corridor
Along the eastside of the street, between North Avenue and Hancock, is federally owned lands
presently used as a surface parking lot. The Plan shows a 40 to 50 foot landscaped “greenway with
a 14 to 15 foot wide pedestrian/bikeway on federally dedicated (or locally acquired land). This and a
wide landscaped “greenway along the block’s southern edge connects both the Classic Center and
College Avenue corridors. Another key linkage accommodated by wide sidewalks and landscaping
along the northern edge of the federally owned block on North Avenue connects to a similar pathway
along Strong Street to the Fire Fly Corridor and acts as a continuation of the Arts Walk on Foundry
Street. This pathway also cuts through to Thomas Street between the Federal Lands and the Athens
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Visitor Center that is, as a result, connected into the Arts walk.
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Other mid-block pedestrian passageways
There are a number of unique opportunities in the west side of the Downtown Core for pedestrian
passageways in the middle of long blocks. Since these are on private lands the Plan simply suggests their development similar to the public passageway next to the Washington parking deck.
These corridors can provide intimate spaces for small shops, cafes and entertainment venues. The
Plan shows:
A. Continuation of the Pulaski Greenway past the Chamber of Commerce, across Hancock Avenue
through the block in an area between Creature Comforts Brewery and Teds Most Best to
Washington Street.
B. Pulaski-Washington-Hull-Clayton Block
This block already has a plaza surrounded by restaurants adjacent to The Clocked Restaurant.
The plaza can be connected to other mid block open spaces and alleyways that can be activated
primarily with small shops (art galleries, restaurants, and pubs). This block has the potential for
a network of off street pedestrian passageways connecting to Pulaski Street, Clayton Street, and
Washington Street west of the “Trapeze Pub”.
City Hall Block and Park
A more detailed plan and text accompanies this plan as a “cookbook element”. SPLOST funding will
shortly begin to develop part of the block as planned. A summary of the Plan for the site includes:
A. Reclaiming the width of one lane from Washington Street and adding to the width of the block
along its southern edge.
B. Removing the interior parking to angle and parallel parking on the Block’s perimeter.
C. Developing “Family Friendly” park in the Block’s interior.
D. Developing the southwest corner of the block with public/private or land lease infill project which
reconfigures the parking and adds a roof cover to serve as a hard surfaced festival and market
space adjacent to the Park.
E. Redevelops/repurposes the old “police building” for office, basement incubator space, street
level commercial and an “alleyway” connector to the interior park.
F.

Public Restroom.
After considerable research the Plan Team identified a “model public restroom” presently used in
Portland, Oregon called the “Portland Loo” as a suggestion for the need for public restrooms in
the downtown (perhaps to be augmented by “Porta Potties” during major events). The “Portland
Loo”, which is a resilient design that includes optimum privacy, convenience, and person
security, costs about $100,000 per unit and the Plan recommendation is the initial install of one
on the widened sidewalk on Washington Street on the City Hall and Park block where it can be
connected to the water, sewer and electrical infrastructure of the public buildings on the block.
Additional public restroom sites can be phased in later.

       •   College Avenue near Broad Street (south Center)
       •   Hancock Avenue near the Court House (Northeast)
       •   East Broad Street at the Fire Fly Corridor (east end)
       •   City Hall Block (above noted—middle)
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City Hall Block Park and Festival Site
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City Hall Block Park and Festival Site
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College Avenue Promenade
A thirty five foot wide landscaped pedestrian way along the east side of College between Broad
Street and Hancock Avenue. The Corridor which exists between Broad and Clayton Streets needs to
be redesigned. The wide linear pedestrian corridor connects the campus at the iconic Arch to City
Hall and its proposed Park and Festival Site (the “Town - Gown Promenade”). The east side of this
same corridor could be widened as well once the Clayton Street Retail is expanded and well
established. The corner of College and Broad is also an ideal site for a free standing retail “kiosk”
that might serve as a news, snacks, sundries stand.
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Broad Street Medians and Crossings
Broad Street between the Holiday Inn and the Georgia Heights project being built behind the Sun
Trust Bank will only have a curb cut for west bound traffic and therefore could have a landscaped
median. The existing median on Broad in front of Herty Drive should be “extended” eastward (after
an opening for College Avenue) to Jackson Street with a short left bound turning lane to Jackson
Street. The Plan shows a second East Broad Street pedestrian crossing between the Starbucks side
of College Avenue to the North Quad on Campus. The median provides a second ‘refuge” for
pedestrian crossing and links to the North Quad where an ADA qualified sidewalk could be built to
link to the walkway south of the UGA “Arch”.
Four Way Stops
Throughout the Downtown Core there are many intersections where traffic does not justify signal
lights or does not justify signal lights all of the time. These intersections need a more detailed study
by the Public Works Department and most have lights that can be converted to a blinking red
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Eleven Foot Drive Lane Width
Subject to the Public Works Department or GDOT in the case of state roads the Plan recommends
that when significant street work is being conducted all downtown drive lanes should be reduced to
an eleven foot width. Many streets are wider and the space claimed should be devoted to
landscaped sidewalks. A few side streets such as parts of Lumpkin and Hull may have 10 foot lanes
which should be left as is.
The Federal Building Block
This is a highly underdeveloped publicly owned block that houses the Federal Building and a large
surface parking area. The Plan suggests that (with the approval of the General Services
Administration GSA) considerable infill be added to the block. It has the potential for housing office
over Streetside office/commercial if a large centrally positioned parking deck can be built to support
the demand of the new structures and the repositioning of the existing parking. It should be
implemented such that a low monthly parking fee can compete with the no cost parking in the
suburbs. This can be done if the infill is privately developed on a public land lease and that the tax
increment produced by the project can be used to underwrite all or part of the deck’s costs. A
Federal usage of the building declines local public usage (such as for courts and court
administration) should be considered.
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PRIVATE INFILL PROJECTS
Since these projects are on private property the Plan shows them to suggest and illustrate the potential for the type of infill that compliments the downtown vitality and diversifies it as well. Infill is also
shown to project load calculations on the public infrastructure.
1.

Two to three level mixed use structure to the southeast (gateway and axis) corner of Prince
Avenue and Pulaski Street.

2.

Three to four level mixed use structure on Hancock on the open lot east of Athens First Bank.

3.

Two to three level mixed use structure on Hancock west of Jackson Street.
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A second parking level and small Streetside commercial space north of the “Georgian” that can
be accessed perhaps from the First American Bank (added residential parking and small
commercial along the proposed pedestrian corridor connecting between the College Avenue
and Jackson Street Corridors).

5.

The infill on the block occupied by Sunshine Bicycles, Creature Comforts, Hot Corner, Little
Kings and Ted’s Most Best has considerable infill, redevelopment and pedestrian passage way
potential. The infill can include mixed use structures of two levels on small sites to three and four
levels on larger interior sites.
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The southwest corner on the west end of the “Forty Watt Block” has a well located infill site that
can support layered parking and a two or three level mixed use structure such that there is
continuous commercial along Clayton Street to Pulaski.

7.

The surface parking lot on Washington and some of the one story retail on Clayton west of the
Washington parking deck can house a three to four level mixed use structure that respects the
historic massing of the Morton Theater. The pedestrian space connecting Clayton to Washington
at the mid-block between this infill (one or two projects) and the parking deck provides frontage
for small, off street “incubator” commercial.

8.

On the northwest corner of Clayton and College is an older, marginally maintained three story
structure. A number of efforts have been made to purchase and redevelop the building that is
considered a contributing structure to the surrounding district, to no avail. The stabilization,
improvement, and even expansion of this building is critical to the vitality of the Clayton Street
retail corridor. The plan shows a scenario that includes renovation of the building’s front and a
heightened structure abutting the College Avenue parking deck that might house single loaded
residential with direct access to the parking levels. A preliminary investigation of the building’s
ownership indicated that a “creative” acquisition such as a “Like Kind Exchange” may work but
the potential for densifyng the site is key to attracting a developer.

9.

On Washington Street’s south side between the Boar’s Head Bar and College Avenue to the west
are law and insurance offices as well as one story (former bank drive in) building housing a bar.
This site and the College Avenue slope allows for a three level mixed use building that is built
over a drive down level of parking. A small attractive structure housing a law firm provides an
architectural gap between the infill development and the taller “Fred” Building. The building can
also maintain the historic front sections of the Insurance and Law firm buildings on Washington.
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9

10. The Hilton Garden Inn was designed to add levels of parking above its parking garage and an
ability to extend its hotel room wings when the market dictates. The Plan shows that expansion
including added (upward) parking, a room wing infill along Washington, and a second extension
along East Clayton. This is potentially an excellent project which will help to expand the tourism
event and convention aspects of the downtown.
11. BB&T Bank Infill
The north part of the BB&T Bank tract that faces Clayton Street is a prime infill site that serves to
continue the restaurant, pub, and retail of the Clayton Street Corridor to Thomas Street. The
nature of the lot allows for the Bank’s parking to extend under the infill structure to Clayton with
an option to leave a small opening for a drive sloping downward to the Bank’s Drive-In facility.
The two to three level structure can house residential or office above.
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12. There are two small (2 to 3 level) infill sites along Broad Street between College and Lumpkin.
A. The first is a small mixed use building on the surface parking lot east of the residential high
rise.
B. The second is on the surface parking lot south of the Bank of America Building on a very
visible and heavily trafficked intersection. This is an ideal site for a two level (possible
parking under and to the interior) pub/restaurant with views to the campus.
13. The Sun Trust site development is already approved and under construction. This 5 and 6 level
mixed use infill project (Georgia Heights) will add considerable vitality to the Downtown’s western
area and constitutes a “gateway” structure bracketing West Broad with the Holiday Inn.
14. There is a two level office building southeast of the intersection of Clayton and Pulaski Streets.
The Plan recognizes that the site which has a viable use which should not be changed unless
the retail market gets strong enough to use a site such as this as an “anchor store location”
similar to the opportunity directly north across Clayton Street.
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which will result when the Pulaski Street extension is built. These buildings add more public or
affordable housing units than the number lost in the two structures demolished for the street right
of way.
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15. Two Replacement” residential structures are shown on a residual tract of Housing Authority land
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16. With the University’s clearance of its land along Lumpkin north of Wray Street and the Holiday
Inn’s demolition of its two level “motel wing” along Hull, there is an opportunity for a land
swap between the two parties that will “square up” each of their respective tracts so that they
can be effectively developed. The Plan shows:
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around an interior parking structure. This would encourage more internal University housing
adjacent to the downtown as well as the Special Collections and Terry College complexes
that are emerging. The “separate nature” of the site suggest graduate student or honor
student housing.
B. A landscaped service alleyway between the tracts is suggested.
C. A large conference and banquet facility is suggested across the southern part of the Holiday
Inn tract. It is a single level positioned over two levels of parking that are “above grade” as a
result of the site’s slope. The Hull and alleyway frontages (lower on the slope) are wrapped
with residential on longer stay suites.
D. On the highly visible corner of Lumpkin and Broad, the Plan suggests that an expansion of
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the full service Holiday Inn or Crowne Plaza can be built when the market dictates.
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A. A University Residential Hall project on the south tract between Lumpkin and Hull wrapped

Existing Holiday Inn
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ENHANCEMENTS
Key to the continued improvement of Athens’ downtown vitality and quality is the evolution of a very
comprehensive transportation system both as means of access to and from the downtown as well as
excellent access throughout it.
The enhancements must include transportation by:
A. Auto
B. Transit
C. Bicycle
D. Pedestrian
Auto Access Enhancements
A. The completion of a downtown “perimeter road” of Dougherty/North Avenue, Thomas/East
Campus, Broad Street and Pulaski (Florida Street with the Pulaski Extension to Baxter Street).
B. The creation of downtown edges and “gateways’ by adding landscaped medians on Broad,
Pulaski, North Avenue and Oconee Streets whenever those roadways are improved if adequate
right of way is gained during the redevelopment.
C. The reorganization of the complex “gateway” Intersection of North Avenue and Thomas Streets
with a traffic circle.
D. Increasing downtown populations within walking distance to reduce the dependency on the auto
for access and parking.
E. Developing plant islands where there are simply medians painted on streets and reducing lane
widths to 11 feet with the surplus added to sidewalk areas.
Transit Access Enhancements
A. Buses
The downtown plan, other than recommending the continuation and expansion of the existing
well positioned intermodal hub, will not have specific proposals for the routing of the Athens
Transit Authority’s bus system as routing, headways and other changes are best handled over
time by adjustments made in response to rider markets. Bus transit and its expansion however
is key to future transportation choices in Athens. The UGA bus system is also key to mobility for
a larger sector of the population with over 10 million (generally campus related) boardings per
year. Presently the two bus systems effectively interconnect along principal campus corridors
and at the intermodal facility. If the campus rail transit system can be implemented (see below)
the campus would interconnect with the downtown and its intermodal faculty by light rail rather
than bus.
B. Downtown Circulator
The plan shows the installation of a Downtown transit circulator in the retail and entertainment
core area with its four public parking decks. This enhances the parking support for the Classic
Center and mobility for residents and visitors. The actual routing, programmed headway, and
rolling stock will require a specific study and plan. The plan recommends that it be done and
that frequency and simplicity will be the key to its success.
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C. Campus Rail Transit
This is a project that has been studied for the past 17 years with numerous plans, costs and
strategies advanced. It involves a segment of the 38 mile Norfolk and Southern railroad between
Center and Madison, Georgia. The track is presently utilized by the shortline freight (Hartwell)
Railroad which has been involved in the planning. Three ownership scenarios (the 38 mile line
can be purchased for less than $10 million) are possible.
       •    Continued ownership by Norfolk and Southern Rail with negotiated “co-use” and
development. This will be the most difficult.
       •    Ownership by the State DOT (as in the case of other “surplused” railroads (which is most  
preferred).
       •    Ownership by the shortline railroad with joint development and use agreements.  This good
option has been discussed with the owner of the Hartwell Railroad who is attempting to buy
the line. The present owner will not sell segments less than the full 38 miles.
In the interest of area economic development and a freight trend that clearly shows more future
tonnage being transported by rail, the corridor should be developed to accommodate freight traffic
(heavy rail) on which rail transit rolling stock (light rail) is added. The corridor minimum in Phase I
would involve a northbound track and a southbound track between a downtown rail station and South
Milledge Avenue at the State Botanical Garden a distance of 3 miles or so through the heart of the
UGA Campus.
With periodic or off hour freight and light rail transit, the corridor can also include a parallel bicycle
corridor linking most of the campus to the downtown on a 3% grade. From a visitor/tourism perspective the rail transit corridor connects the downtown and Classic Center directly to Sanford Stadium
and the Tate Center area, the State Art Museum and UGA performing Arts Center, Ramsey Center,
the Women’s Sports Complex, The State Botanical Center (local shuttle) and open land for inexpensive campus and large event parking.
The Downtown Plan includes the eventual development of a rail station with vertical connections:
A. Downward through the passenger platform to the Intermodal Facility level
B. Upward to the Foundry Street Plaza and Classic Center Atrium level
C. Upward through each of the parking garage levels
D. Ending at the top of the parking deck to be connected to the downtown Thomas and Clayton
Street levels across the parking bridge.
E. With a possible added (top) Oconee Valley View level the elevator/stair tower can serve as a
downtown campanile.
Later Rail Transit Phases
A. Northward along the Norfolk and Southern alignment to serve north Athens (Industrial
employment centers and potential Transit Oriented future development sites on Athens North
side).
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B. Westward along the CSX corridor (likely requiring additional track in the CSX right of way to
protect freight capacity) to potential connections in the Hospital, Medical School, Normal Town
area and other west Athens sites in later phases.
Commuter Rail
The downtown plan, particularly with the development of a local light rail/freight corridor, is designed
to connect to and accommodate an eventual commuter rail to Atlanta at the proposed rail station
where it connects to the center of Athens, the University, and all forms of local transportation.
Commuter rail has been studied since well before the 1996 Olympics when the goal was to connect
Atlanta to the venues in Athens. Presently there is a study looking at five “high speed rail” corridors
between Atlanta and Charlotte (I-20/Columbia, CSX/Athens, a new alignment North of Athens, I-85
corridor and the Amtrak Corridor). The two candidates abutting Athens would likely dictate the
“local” commuter corridor route. Both intersect with the Norfolk and Southern Rail Corridor.
Bicycle Commuter Corridors
The plan views the development of Bicycle routes as an alternative mode of “commuter
transportation” first, with recreational and community health as desired secondary benefits. Bicycle
routes must be seen as commuter corridors if they are to compete for surface transportation funding
and taken seriously as strategically expanding practical choices. The input from the bicycle
community has been to develop corridors to get bicyclists to and from the downtown and not necessarily around
inside of it where they can move with other traffic. The plan shows bicycle (and pedestrian)
commuter corridors coming into and penetrating the edges of the downtown:
A. Corridor from the West UGA Campus along the east side of the Pulaski Street Extension ending
at Broad Street.
B. Extension of the developing Pulaski Greenway to the edge of the downtown west of Denny Tower
on Dougherty Street. This project should widen the pathway for both pedestrians and bicycles
which connect to Pulaski Heights and eventually the Oconee Greenway north of the downtown
as well as a potential later phase of the Fire Fly Corridor.
C. The Jackson Street Corridor along the street’s eastside connecting the Lyndon House and Lay
Park to the downtown at Hancock.
D. With the purchase of the Norfolk and Southern Rail line and its development as a transit rail/fright
corridor a parallel bicycle corridor can connect the UGA campus (from its south end) to the
downtown and Fire Fly Corridor at East Broad Street.
E.

The Fire Fly Corridor is being funded for development between the State Road 10 Loop and
Dudley Park. The Plan calls for a series of phases to directly connect it into the downtown and
beyond.
i)

Phase I
Reconstruct trestles over the North Oconee River (already planned) and connect to East
Broad Street. It is also recommended that in this phase, or in a phase to follow, the Trail
Creek Trestle is constructed and it’s East End is connected by another bicycle/pedestrian
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corridor bridge over Oak Street at the Mama’s Boy/Methodist Church intersection) into Carr’s
Hill where a large number of students and residents can conveniently connect to the
downtown and UGA.
ii) Phase II is an extension of the Fire Fly Corridor northward in the proposed public Stormwater
park east of Hickory across a bridge (grade separation) that rises over Hickory as the street
declines toward Willow into the publicly owned embankment adjacent to where an
amphitheater is proposed. If the railroad is successfully purchased the grades in this area
are such that the corridor can pass under the tracks and climb to connect to the end of
Dougherty Street at The Standard (residential development). This also connects to the
proposed Arts Walk and Foundry Street Corridor. An important connection to the intermodal
(bus/rail) complex is made by bicycles in this phase as well.
iii) As the transit rail is extended northward and a two track (slightly higher bridge) over North
Avenue is developed Phase III of the Fire Fly Corridor is extended in parallel along the north
side of Lay Park connecting to the north end of the Jackson Street Corridor.
iv) Phase IV extends the corridor parallel to the southern edge of the CSX right of way, over
College Avenue and over Pulaski Creek to Pulaski Street connecting to the earlier noted
Pulaski Greenway.
v) Phase V falls outside the Downtown Plan but a preliminary look at extending the Fire Fly
Corridor to eventually connect to the Boulevard corridor which is sufficiently wide for both
auto and bicycle and connect toward the Normal Town area appears feasible. Athens should
be intent on developing a comprehensive bicycle network. The extension would entail
traveling along the south side of the Leathers Building past the single family Pulaski Heights
residential street (requiring the purchase of a vacant residential lot), over a drainage area
and through the recently planned park at the end of the Boulevard on Barber Street.
F.

Prince Avenue Corridor
This corridor is being studied by others in terms of its potential for bicycling. The plan does
suggest that a wide landscaped corridor between Barber and Pulaski Streets on the north side of
Prince Avenue accommodate a combined pedestrian/bicycle pathway. This can be
accomplished by taking advantage of building setbacks, consolidating driveways and moving a
very few parking spaces away from the front of two establishments. Some additional right of way
may have to be purchased or easements made to obtain sufficient off street space along this
narrowest segment of Prince Avenue.

Pedestrian Corridors
The above mentioned Bicycle corridors include pedestrian space. In addition, the Downtown Plan
recommends a “street diet” and landscaping that improves the pedestrian space along all of the
downtown streets. Listed here are the major pedestrian corridors which encourage walking greater
distances conveniently and in a more linear park like setting.
A. College Avenue Corridor or Promenade
Beginning along the UGA North Quad frontage on Broad a second pedestrian crossing with a
landscape median is developed on the Starbucks Coffee side of College Avenue. From that
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point northward to Hancock Avenue (across the front of City Hall) the pedestrian zone on the
west side of College Avenue continues the 35 foot wide landscaped and hardscaped corridor
that presently fronts the south most block from Heery’s to Five Guys northward. The pedestrian
zone on the next two blocks (College Avenue Parking Deck and City Hall) is widened to 35 feet
by changing the angle parking on the first block to parallel parking and creating a parallel
parking zone in front of City Hall. This “Town Gown” Promenade constitutes the south half of one
of the major north-south pedestrian greenways or linear parks through the middle of the
downtown. As the downtown develops more residential and alternative transportation, the east
side of College Avenue between Clayton and Hancock can change the current angle parking to
a parallel configuration creating a continuation of the wide pedestrian zone that is presently in
front of Walkers and Starbucks.
B. Jackson Street Corridor
From the north end of Lay Park and the Lyndon House Arts Center south to Hancock Avenue, the
land to the east of the Street is publicly owned (Athens Clarke and U.S Government). Forty to
fifty feet along the edge of Jackson Street would be adequate for a linear park connecting the
North End area of the downtown into the core. A wide 14 to 15 foot sidewalk would accomodate
both pedestrians and bicycles. Removing the four parallel parking spaces on the south side of
Hancock between Jackson and College and widening the landscaped pedestrian area connects
the Jackson Street Corridor to the College Avenue Corridor for a linear pedestrian way and park
bisecting the downtown from its north to south edges. A wide pedestrian way across the south
face of the Federal Building links this major north-south corridor to the Classic Center on Thomas
Street at Hancock Avenue.
C. Arts Walk
The Arts Walk connecting the Lyndon House Arts Center to the Classic Center Performing Arts
and proposed amphitheater complexes is a pedestrian walkway which is located and designed
to encourage venues housing music, the visual and performing arts, culinary arts and
entertainment on corridors that are frequented by visitors as well as residents. The north
segment of the walk is the same as the Jackson Street Corridor southward to North Avenue
where it travels eastward between the Federal Building site and Athens Visitor Center. After
crossing North Thomas Street and its median the route connects to the north end of Foundry
Street and then connects southward through the Classic Center to East Broad Street. The route
links to the proposed Fire Fly extension at Dougherty Street to the pedestrian corridor linking
Foundry to Clayton Street at the Press Place.
D. Pedestrian Corridor in conjunction with the Campus Rail Transit alignment. This was discussed
under the Bicycle corridor discussion and will only work when the transit rail initiative is
implemented.
E. Washington Street Walkway
In repurposing one of the drive lanes on Washington between Thomas and Pulaski Streets
as an additional width for a landscaped pedestrian corridor along the retail/restaurant/
entertainment frontages (largely south side) the downtown core is bisected by an east-west
linear route. The two major pedestrian corridors intersect at College and Washington at the
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downtown’s center and highest point. The intersection is also the site of the proposed City Hall
Park.
F.

Other Pedestrian Improvements
i)

All downtown streets, over time, should be improved with upgraded landscaped sidewalks
even if they are not widened. Improvements should include landscaped crossing medians
where they can be made to fit and mid-block and intersection “bump” outs” to channel traffic,
serve as tree planting sites and facilitate shorter and safer crossings.

ii) Pedestrian corridor extention into the Northwest Downtown area in conjunction with the
Pulaski Greenway extension.
iii) Mid-block pedestrian “cut-throughs” (primarily in the Western area of the downtown.
iv) Campus Quadrangle connections to the downtown (existing campus walkways to Broad
Street) with a possible new pedestrian crosswalk at Herty Street.
v) Northside Prince Corridor wide walkways/bike path (Barber to Pulaski Streets).
*By “reclaiming” a drive lane on Washington Street and placing it on a single side of the street to
expand the width of the landscaped pedestrian zone the opportunity to accommodate deliveries
continues to exist. Smaller delivery vehicles can park on part of the newly widened pedestrian zone
instead of the middle of the street where they parked before. A properly designed walking zone
should not accommodate large delivery vehicles that may be allowed in the street during early
morning hours.
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TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENTS

PUBLIC PROJECTS 2014 - 2030

STREETS
1.

Hickory Street Extension through Armstrong and Dobbs site to Oconee Street (part of site
development by private developer).

2.

Pulaski Street Extension between West Broad and Waddell Streets (including median and
pedestrian greenway along east side).

3.

Round About – Traffic Circle at intersection of North Avenue and Thomas Streets.

4.

Newton Street Closure between Meigs Street and Prince Avenue (with landscape).

5.

Median Developments
A. West Broad Street (Pulaski to Newton)
B. Oconee Street (Foundry to Wilkerson Streets)
C. Dougherty – North Avenue (College Avenue to Traffic Circle)
D. Broad Street (extension of median west of College Avenue on east side of intersection for
Second Pedestrian Crossing)
E. Possible median in West Broad between Hull and Lumpkin Streets

6.

Street Corridor Improvements
A. Clayton Street (under construction)
B. Washington Street (Pulaski to Thomas)
C. Hancock Avenue (Pulaski to Thomas)

7.

Lumpkin Street Closure (through Bethel Midtown Village)

8.

Oconee Street Rail Bridge (Norfolk and Southern)
Widen the bridge span for upper traffic and lower two rails and bicycle corridor into the UGA
campus.

9.

Spring Street reconfiguration

10. Reclaiming any drive lane widths in excess of 11 feet to street scaping/sidewalks
11. Consider medians and landscape plantings on all sites where there are painted medians.
12. Foundry Street should eventually be designed and landscaped to serve as a pedestrian arts
festival corridor which accomodates cars but can be partially closed for events.
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PEDESTRIAN - BICYCLE CORRIDORS
1.

Fire Fly and Northern Downtown Corridor (Phases)
Phase I North Oconee River Trestle Construction to East Broad Street Trail head
Phase II Pedestrian Murmur (Trail Creek) Trestle and Bicycle Bridge over Oak Street (Murmur
Trestle to Carrs Hill)
Phase III Corridor Extension northward through stormwater park, over Hickory Street (bridge)
under the railroad to Dougherty Street at Foundry Street.
Phase IV Corridor extension east of the Standard Project, over North Avenue (bridge parallel to
rail) and around the northern edge of Lay Park to College Avenue.
Phase V Extension over College Avenue (bridge parallel to CSX and higher above street) along
the CSX corridor to Pulaski with bridge over Pulaski Greenway and connection with the
greenway.
Future Project – explore the final connection for the Bicycle corridor between the CSX and
Leathers Building, through a residential lot purchase in Pulaski Heights, through the Boulevard
Park along Barber Street to the wide Boulevard corridor.

2.

Pulaski Greenway extension either through the western edge of the Denny Tower tract or along
Hull Street to the downtown edge at Dougherty Street.

3.

UGA Campus Greenway
(Dependent on the purchase of the Norfolk and Southern Rail corridor by the public or shortline
rail owner). Paralleling the west side of the proposed light rail and local freight rail corridor
through the campus is a proposed bikeway connecting to the Downtown at East Broad Street
and the Fire Fly corridor.

4.

Oconee Greenway Downtown side trails (discussed with members of the Greenway
Commission)
Enhance the Willow Street greenway trail with extensions along the river between East Broad
Street and Oconee Street with a lower level bridge connection below the Oconee Trestle to
Dudley Park. Determine the feasibility of taking the riverside trail under the East Broad Bridge to
rejoin the Willow Street corridor at Aguar Park. Determine the feasibility of leaving the Willow
Street corridor at the Park area south of North Avenue, passing under the North Avenue Bridge
to rejoin Willow west of the bridge.

5.

Oconee Street Underpass
Connect the Oconee Greenway Pedestrian/Bicycle Corridor from Dudley Park, over Trail Creek
and under Oconee Street at the south end of the bridge over the North Oconee River. This will
allow for connection to the proposed corridor through the Oconee Hills Cemetery, University
lands to College Station Road.

6.

Downtown Pedestrian Corridors
A. College Avenue Corridor
Development of a 30 to 35 foot landscape pedestrian corridor along the east side of College
Avenue from the Arch on Broad Street across the east frontage of “City Hall” and its
proposed park to Hancock Avenue.
B. Hancock Connector
By eliminating 4 parking spaces along the south side of Hancock between College Avenue
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and Jackson Street and reclaiming that part of the street the College Avenue corridor can be
connected to the Jackson Street corridor.
C. Jackson Street Corridor
Lands along the east side of Jackson Street between the Lyndon House and Hancock
Avenue are publicly owned (City County and Federal). The plan proposes a 40 to 50 foot
linear greenway connecting the “north end’ to the downtown.
D. Arts Walk
The plan proposes a greenway connecting the east side of the downtown and the Fire Fly
corridor to the downtown and the north end. It also connects Lyndon House and the Arts
Center to the Performing Arts of the Classic Center as well as the proposed venues for the
culinary, music, crafts and arts along the corridor. The “walk” utilizes the Jackson Street
corridor to Dougherty Street then links to a proposed greenway behind the Visitor Center,
across Thomas Street to Strong and then south along a landscaped corridor on Foundry
Street to east Broad Street with linkages to the Fire Fly and UGA campus corridors. Another
Fire Fly connection to the “Arts Walk” occurs at Dougherty and Foundry Streets.
E. Pulaski Extension Pedestrian Greenway with the construction of the Pulaski Street
“Extension” a wide landscaped walkway is built along the east side of the divided street.
F. Clayton to Foundry Street Connector
There is a 30 foot gap between the Classic Center and the privately owned Press Place. The
plan proposes a landscaped and lighted corridor with a 10 to 12 foot paved slope
connecting the Clayton “retail” street to the Foundry “Arts” street. This will require the
cooperation (or an acquisition) of the Press Place owner who would benefit from the
improvement of this corridor. While serving as an important pedestrian bicycle connection
eastward from the downtown toward the transportation center and river it can also serve the
dual purpose of becoming a corridor for small delivery vehicles traversing between the
downtown and a large service delivery dock area beneath the Classic Center garage. This
will facilitate full sized vehicle deliveries in the downtown during limited “off” hours and small
vehicle deliveries during the remainder of the business day.
G. Prince Avenue Corridor
Along the north side of Prince Avenue between Barber and Pulaski Streets, the buildings are
generally set back at least 20 feet. With a small amount of parking in front of the sites
between Child and Barber Streets moved to a consolidated parking area at the rear of the
structures a substantial pedestrian (and perhaps bicycle) corridor can be developed. This
landscape corridor could be built on a combination of public right of way and an “easement”
that allows for the developments to continue to use the area for coverage and open space
calculations.
H. Washington Street Corridor (Street and Landscaped walkway reconfiguration)
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PARKS, OPEN SPACE, AND PUBLIC FACILITIES
Parks and Open Space (Park and West End Public Private Project)
1.

City Hall Park

2.

Lay Park Improvements (Ballpark, sports courts, landscaping, etc.)

3.

Stormwater Park (Stormwater management facility, Fire Fly Corridor and Park Space)

Public Facilities
1.

Classic Center Expansion including the Amphitheater.

2.

Intermodal Facility Expansion including the rail station when passenger rail through the UGA
campus or commuter rail to Atlanta is developed.

3.

Housing Authority redevelopments or public/private partnerships (when Authority determines)
A. Park View Redevelopment
B. Denny Tower (infill building)
C. Public Housing adjacent to the Athens Senior Services Center (higher residential density
development for senior living)
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FUNDING SOURCES
hree keys to actually implementing a plan that reflects the future downtown that Athens wants
are:
1. To keep refining and updating the plan so that it always reflects what is current,
appropriate and strategically advantageous.
2. To keep a prioritized list of public projects that are primary to Plan implementation ready
for scheduled as well as opportunistic financing. (Opportunistic financing would include
public private partnerships and new government grants and stimulus programs that crop
up.)
3. To have and keep current a scheduled Capital Improvements Program with identified
potential funding sources.
This Plan Section identifies the potential funding sources and a proposed “initial list” of key public
projects designed to improve the access to and from as well as within the downtown and investments
that build on the arts and music strengths of the city.
Scheduled public investments through SPLOST (Special Project Local Option Sales Tax) funding are
already underway including the redevelopment of the Clayton street corridor, the Pulaski Greenway,
the Fire Fly Trail, improvements to the City Hall block and others.
SPLOST Funding
The present SPLOST funding period will expire in roughly 2019 . Normally they are in 5 year time
periods subject to the needed block of public projects generated county wide. Within the Plans
Horizon year of 2030 there remains two more SPLOST periods of 2020 and 2025. The downtown,
which benefits all of the county and beyond has usually been successful in gaining a share of each
SPLOST based on important public improvement projects. The exact amount of the future share is
unpredictable but it would not be unreasonable to conservatively assume $25 million for each of two
SPLOST periods.
Land Leasing
The public, through the state and federal levels as well as local including housing and other
authorities created by government, owns a large percentage of the lands in the Downtown Plan area.
Some of those lands are better suited to support good development infill adding to the tax rolls and
local vitality. Rather than the outright sale of the property with a one time monetary infusion, the land
should be leased based on a public “letting” and a desired infill proposal. Typically a land lease is
tied to the project’s rental income and the income which could be earmarked to downtown public
improvements or management costs of important downtown facilities is sustainable. Multi-year
public contracts (such as a lease) are sometimes problematic and may require legislation to
facilitate. Predicting income here is not practical.
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Public Lands
Public Property
Public Right of Way
UGA Property

UGA Campus

Tax Allocation District (TAD)
Simply stated an underdeveloped or blighted area needs to be redeveloped and usually requires
public investment to stimulate it. For example; in the area, a given tract of semi vacant land is paying
$100 dollars in annual ad valorem taxes. Perhaps it would be a good location for a hotel and restaurants if the project could only support the construction costs of a structured parking garage. When
built, the project might provide $500,000 in ad valorem, $50,100 in hotel/motel taxes and $50,000 in
retail sales taxes or $600,100 which is a $600, 000 increment of tax income that is not going to be
realized without the public building a garage to support it. With the agreement of those who would
normally receive the taxes (school board, county library, government, etc.) to forgo receiving them
for 10 years there remains a $6 million new increment of tax which can fund the public garage, make
the project that would otherwise not happen begin to benefit the school system in the eleventh year.
Meanwhile the restaurants and hotel haven’t added children to the school system. The city could
wait until it had collected enough taxes from a project in the TAD district to build a project or it could
sell revenue bonds anticipating the income to implement a needed project at the outset.
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The Plan strongly recommends the establishment of a Tax Allocation District (TAD) as shown in the diagram in the east end of the Downtown where there is potential for considerable infill that will accomplish the goal of: connecting the downtown core to the connecting river. This area which includes
much of the potential in the downtown for generating a tax increment also covers a requisite “redevelopment” area. A TAD needs to stimulate development and it can be said that development is already
taking place. The fact is that a TAD is needed both to encourage the appropriate urban usage and
density and to build the added infrastructure required to support it. A comprehensive research
project on the east end TAD District by Justin Crighton, AICP conservatively estimates a $30 million
increment of taxes over a 17 year period on the projects known to be under way or soon to begin.

Tax Allocation District (TAD)
TAD District
Current Development
Possible Development
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Summary of Potential Self-Generated Incomes
SPLOST 2020 – 2025						$25 million
SPLOST 2026 – 2030						$25
Land Leasing 2015 – 2030 					

N/A

TAD								$30
Total Potential Financing					$80 million
Public Projects
The plan has many projects listed which collectively would transform Downtown Athens to the condition envisioned by the stakeholders in the Planning Process. The full success of the plan isn’t reliant
on every one of them being built. In fact new projects will emerge as more important as the plan
evolves over time. There are a series of projects which if implemented over the next few years will
significantly move the downtown in the direction envisioned. Many of them are in the proposed TAD
district designed to stimulate additional appropriate infill and at the same time add to the vitality and
quality of downtown life. Their costs at this stage are only conceptual estimates.
1. Fire Fly Corridor from end of SPLOST project to a

$ 5 million

“Trail Head” on East Broad including the Trail Creek
and North Oconee Trestles		
2. Next phase of the Classic Center Expansion and

$ 25 million

Support Parking
3. North Avenue Street improvements and Traffic Circle
4. City Hall Block Park					

$ 2 million

5. Hickory Street Stormwater Park, Fire Fly Corridor

$ 4 million

Extension and “Roasters Building” relocation
6. Jackson Street Corridor (Lyndon House to Hancock

$ 3 million

with connection to Strong Street
7. College Avenue Corridor, Broad Street Crossing,

$ 5 million

Newton Street closure at Meigs and Pulaski Greenway
Extension to Dougherty
8. Amphitheater Phase I					

$ 5 million

9. Pulaski Street Extension, corridor and replacement

$ 6 million

Public Housing							
Total							$62 million
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